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STUDIES OF HIGH-GAIN MICRO-CHANNEL PLATE PHOTOMOLTISLIERS

K. Obe* and P. Rehak
Physics Department

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NT 11973

Abstract

The characteristics and performance of several
kinds of high-gain micro-channel plate photomultipliers
have been Investigated. Special attention was directed
towards 1) lifetime studies, 11) performance In the
magnetic field, and 111) timing properties. Lifetime
studies include separata investigations of the photo-
cathode quantum efficiency degradation caused by Ion
feedback, and the deterioration of the micro-channel
plate gain. The dependence of the micro-channel place
photonultiplier gain on the Intensity and the direction
of the magnetic field (up to 7 leGauss) is reported.

Introduction

The Micro-channel Plate Photomultlplier is a photo-
multiplier vhere the cascade of dynodes is replaced with
one or more micro-channel plates (MCP) as the gain ele-
ment. Due to the snail size of the MCP and the possi-
bility of proximity focusing, theM3P-photomultiplier
can haw* better timing properties3- and be much less
sensitive to the presence of magnetic fields.2

A MCP is a matrix of a large number of very thin
glass capillaries having a resistive and secondary
emissive wall Inside. The principle of this type of
electron multiplier i s now well taown. MCP has the
excellent properties of high gain electron amplifica-
tion, fast time response and relative Immunity to the
external magnetic field while preserving position In-
formation. Today MCP's are used succesa.ully Is many
varieties of applications beyond photomultiplier tubes
(MCP-PMT), as for example In Image lntensifier* tubes
and image pickup tubes. However, there are s t i l l some
drawbacks connected with MCP operation. The relatively
short photocathode lifetime due to the Ion feedback
effect,6 after pulsing, limited counting rate and the
dead time are the most troublesome.

The purpose of this paper Is to study the charac-
teristics of several new MCP pfaotomultipliers. The
emphasis is placed on the study of the MCP performance
rather than c= that <jf the photocathode. Table I l i s t s
the MCP photomultipliers used in these studies along
with some descriptions of their construction.

value. The three stage tube without Al film also showed
leas photocathode degradation from ion feedback than did
the two stage MCP without Al film.

Three of the tubes were tested In a magnetic field
parallel to the tube axis and were seen to function up
to a field of 7 fcG. Mo big differences were observed
between the proximity and the electrostatic focusing for
a parallel magnetic field. However, results showed that
proximity focusing i s essential for the operation of a
tube In a non-parallel magnetic field.

Measurements of the timing properties show a rise
time of S00 ps and the transit time spread of 200 ps
FWHM (i<20 photo-electrons) in the three stage tube with-
out Al film.

Basic Tube Structure (as listed In Table I)

B1294X, manufactured by HTV, consists of a 18 mm
diameter bi-alkali photocathode, an electrostatic focus-
ing electrode, tvo or three 1 inch diameter MCPs placed
20 mm behind the photocathode (Fig. 1) ZC-203 has a

PHOT0CATHO0E

Fig. 1 . Cross-sectional view of the MCP-PMT B1294X

Table I .

Type

F4129
R1294X
31294X
B1294X

Tube Descriptions

Ho.

ZC-203
ZC-209
ZC-233

Focusing

Proximity
Electrostatic
Electrostatic
Electrostatic

MCP

3-stage
2-stage
2-stage
3-stage

Al-fUm

Yes
No
Tes
No

Manufactured by

ITT
HTV
HTV
HTV

A l i f e test of the two stage tubes with Al film and
without Al film showed that the Al film can stop the
ion feedback from the MCP to the photocathode complete-
ly, resulting In a long stable l i f t for the photocath-
ode. The test revealed that the gain of the MCP starts
to degrade at an accumulated output charge of 10~2C/cm2

and finally stabllizas at about 45* of the Initial
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two stage MCP having 12 im diameter channel and 13 bias
angle. ZC-209 has an identical photocathode and MCP
structure as ZC-203 but the top of the first MCF Is
covered with a thin Al film of 130 A made by evapora-
tion. A. three stage MCP is used In ZC-233, which offers
a saturated gain of 10s •<• 106 at lower operating voltage
per single MCP. All tubes made by HTV have the same
type of MCPs. HTV Tubas are installed in a special
housing designed for high speed application. The anode
is adlabatlcally matched to 50 ft BHC connector and back
terminated with a 50 SI disk resistor.



gain Characteristics

Th« gain characteristics v«r« measured by both D.C.
and pulaa method with fairly good agreement and ara
summarized In Fig. 2. Sine* the gain measurement In-
cludes collection efficiency of the HCP, tha gain dif-
ference of a factor of 2 between ZC-203 and ZC-2O9 is

107

!0 f
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R1294X ZC-233
3-STAGE

NO AL FILM

RI294X ZC-209
2-STAOE

AL FILM

R1294X ZC-203
2-STAGE

NO AL FILM

F4J29
3-STA6E
AL FILM

800 900 1000

W S I N G L E STAGE (V)

Fig. 2. Gain characteristics of four tubes tested.

attributed to the aluminum film In front of the first
MCP In ZC-209. Photo-electrons not entering directly
Into the channels after penetrating the Al film cannot
eject secondaries into tha channels for further multi-
plication. Thus, the tube loses some collection effi-
ciency In proportion to the open area ratio. The dif-
ference observed in the gain of the three stage tubes
cannot be Interpreted In the sane way because they have
other differences in addition to the Al f l la.

The gain per MCP for the three stage tube is lovsr
than the gain per MCP ta the two stage tuba at' the sane
voltage. We attribute the loss of the gain in the
three stage tube to the saturation effect plus some
loss In the transmission between MCPs. Figure 3 shows
the transmission characteristics of the primary elec-
trons through thv> chin Al f l la . An example of the
curve for a tube without an aluminum layer ia also
shown. The gain characteristics on the previous fig-
ure were taken at V?c-WCB " 1 5 0 ° v f o c e b* ZC-209 tube
« * 7PC MCP " 5 0 ° T f o r t h € F 4 1 2 9 eub*' ^ l0""r 8 m l n

observed in F4129 may be the result of an insufficient
acceleration voltage betveen the photocathode and HCP
(Vpr , _ _ ) . The voltage difference for the ZC-209 was
well S t o the saturated region, while the maximum volt-
age recommended by the manufacturer of the F4129 tube
seems to be at least a factor of 2 below the saturated
region. The curve for the R1294X having no Al fl la
seaas to reflect tha cbenge of the secondary emission
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R1294X
2-STAGE

- ' NO AL FILM

f RIZ94X
2-STAGE
AL FILM (I30A)

S NORMALIZED BY USING THE SAIN AT 500V

500 1000 1300 2000 2500

Fig. 3. Transmission of the photo-electrons through
the Al this tlla.

coefficient S In the first collision.

Life Test of R1294X

A l i fe test of two MCP-photomultipliers, one with
and the other without the thin Al film on the top of
the first HCP, was carried out and the results are shown
In Fig. 6. Short light puls«s emitted from a scinti l -
lator excited by Sr90, which produced an average of about
5 photo-electrons at the photocathode per pulse were
used In the test up to an accumulated output charge of
10-3 c/cm2.. An LED light source urns used to accelerate
the rate of the total accumulated output charge. The
gain measurement was based always on the light from the
sclntillator to avoid the problem of instability for the
LED. Operating conditions in both cubes were chosen to
give the same voltage across the HCP.

v.'Zrtov

4 itf* id1 itf1

ACCUMULATED OUTWIT CXAMC (CHMnta/em*)

Fig. 4. Results of the l i f e test of S1294X.

The ZC-203 tube without Al film showed very fast
gala degradation starting from a total output charge of
KT4 C/ca2. The tube with Al fl la showed a steady gain
up to an accumulated output charge of 10~2 C/cm2 and



Chan started to show a pattern of gain degradation sim-
ilar to that uaually observed in tha l±f« taat of tha
MCP Itaalf. Comparing tha bahavior of identical tubaa
with and without tha Al f l la wa can concluda that tha
degradation of tha overall gain of tha tuba without tha
Al film waa dua to tha dacreaae of tha photocathode
quantum efficiency aa a result of the poaitive Ion bom-
bardment froa tha front MCP. Tha taat of tha tuba with
tha Al film waa continued up to tha total output charge
of 10"1 C/ca2 and waa observed to raach a stable gain
again. After tha l i f e taat, tha quantum efficiency and
tha gain of tha tuba ZC-209 were measured separately
and showed only alight degradation of tha quantum, effi-
ciency In tha longar wive length sensitivity but a gain
of only 30Z of tha Initial gain waa obae-7ed. Tha MCP
gain decrease has small practical consequences, because
tha full' gain can s t i l l bn achieved by applying In-
creased voltage to tha MCP.

Altar Pulse Studies

To investigate the mechanism causing the deterior-
ation of tha photocathode quantum efficiency, the rela-
tive timing of after pulses In the ZC-203 tube were
studied. The probability of seeing an after pulse, and
the typical delay after tha Initial pulse until the
first after pulse ware tha quantities measured. Tha
distribution of the tine differences between the pulse
and an after pulse, are shown in Figs. 5a,b. The upper
trace of each picture shows tha spectrum In 100 na full
scale; lower 1000 ns full scale starting from 130 na.
Peaks appeared within tha first 30 ns In the upper trace
are difficult to analyze and probably are dua to tha
ringing or the Ion feedback Inside tha MCP itself . Tha
peak at 50 ns in the upper trace and the peaks at 200
ns, 250 ns, and 320 na in the lower trace in the pic-
ture (a) however, are Identified with the ions H2+,
Ĥ O*, N2+, + CO* and CO2*, respectively. Calculations
for the transit time of the ions produced at tha output
end of the first MCP and drifting back to tha photo-
cathode predict a discreet tine for each charge to mass
ratio. Comparison of tha calculated and experimental
results i s shown in Table II. To check the hypothesis
of the ion feedback, wa have changed tha photocathode-
HCP voltage. The peeks aove with the applied voltage
as shoxra in Fig. 6. Tha slope of the curves are dose
to - 1/2 and agree well with, the slope expected from
the poaitive ion hypothesis.

Tha probability of tha Ion feedback waa measured
of the first peak I:H2+ as a function of the gain by
counting the number of coincidences betvmns a 30 na
vide pulse positioned 50 ns after the main pulse and an
after pulse. The results are shown in Fig. 7, where
the probability of tha after pulse aa a function of the
total gain la plotted on tha logarithmic scale. The
after pulse probability increases proportionally to the
number of photo-electrons la the pulse as wall aa with
the ratal gain. Strong dependency of the after pulse
probability on the residual gaa pressure and outgasslng
from the MCP by the electron bombardment ware observed
in gas analysis experiments. A tube which showed high

H20 , Mz+ CO * C

Fig. 5. Time spectrums of the after pulses in S1294X.
a) ZC-203 : 7 - 28007 g - 1.6 x 10°
b) ZC-209 : 7 - 40007 g - 5.5 x 10 3

Full scale of the upper trace i s 100 nsac and
the lower i s 1000 nsec.

after pulse rate also produced aore gases after electron
bombardment. In th i s experiment, H2, CH4"1", H2O, C0+H2,
and CO2 were observed In the residual gas and H2O, C0+
Nj and CO2 paaks were recorded in tha spectrum during
the electron bombardment.

Table I I . Ion

7A - 30007

V«CP " 9 3 8 V

7A - 27207

VMCP " 8 5 0 V

7A » 25007

VMCP " 7 8 1 V

Drift

Exp.

Cal.

Exp.

Cal.

Exu.

Cal.

Times

IrHj"1

47

62

51

65

53
68

(to ns)
h 1I:H2O+

192

187

204

196

212

205

III:H2
++CO+

244

233

256

245

272
255

I 7 : C 0 2
+

296

292

320
307

328

320

Te

2.8

3.0

3.1
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Fig. 6. Plot of the peak position aa a function of
applied voltage.
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The »ft«i- pulaa time apactxua of ZC-209 wea alao
measured and shown in Fig. 5. Ha obvious peaks are seen
through the whole range except tha first 30 ns. This
suggests that the Al fl la can atop Cha Ion feedback com-
pletely. Tha three stage tube (ZC-233) without Al fl la
was also tested and showed a reduction of the ion feed-
back aa shown in Fig. S. Tha reduction is probably due

Fig. 7. Probability of the after pulse due to H2 Ion.

Fig. 8. Time spectrum of the after pulses la ZC-233.
7A - 31007, g - 8 x 105

to the lower operating voltage of the first MCP compared
with the two stage tube. The tube does not suffer from
the loss of the collection efficiency due to the pres-
ence of the Al film aa explained above. The measured
pulse resoluiton of the tube was approximately twice aa
good aa the two stage tuba with Al f Urn. Part of this
improvement la due to the better saturation effect in
the three stage tube, however, the higher collection
efficiency of the MCP in the tube is equally important.

Properties in the Magnetic Field

The gain of two R1294X CZC-209, ZC-233) and F4129
tubes were tested in the magnetic field up to 7 kG (max-
imum available field). The photocathode waa illuminated
by the light pulse emitted from the LED through the 2 am
diameter aperture put at the canter of the photocathode.
We have tested that tha amount of light emitted waa in-
dependent of the magnetic field.

The results obtained with the magnetic field par-
allel to the tube axis are shown in Fig. 9. As expected,
there Is no remarkable difference between electro static
and proximity focusing tubes. The curves represent the
behavior of tha MCP itself. Comparing the gain curves
of the tva R1294X (with two or three MCP) It is apparent
that tha number of MCPs is important. Tha difference
between ITT and HT7 Tubas may be due to the difference
in the configuration of the MCP stack and structure of
the HCP itself.

Only a —all change was observed In the shape of
tha pulse height distribution at those fields where the
gain waa decreasing. The relative width increased but
was much smaller than/g/gg . This shows that the gain
mechanism In the early part of the avalanche was not
affected by the parallel magnetic field.
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Fig. 9. Output degradation la thraa MCP-PMTs la tha
off-axis magnetic fiald.

Whtn tba tuba axia was inclined relative to tha
magnatlc fiald, tha parpandicular componant of tha mag-
n«tic fiald producaa a sharp cut-off (Fig. 10). Tha
cut-off la dua to tha swaaplng affect of tha parpan-
dicular coaponant of tha oagnatie fiald on tha photo-
electrons la electrostatically focusad tubes. Calcula-
tions show that for sufficiently high magnetic fields,

B
(VPC-MCP>

the electrons follow the lines of tha magnetic field.
Hence the expression for the cut-off angle 9C i s :

tanO. r/D

Fig. 10. Output degradation in three MCP-PMIs In the
off-axis magnetic field.

1.9

D is the distance between the cathode and the
jjCp nan) a n d r l s t h e r a < i l u s of th« USeful area of
the MCP.C10 ™) If the field ia greater than |BC| and
is at an angle to the tuba axis of more than 9C, the
photo-electrons do not reach tha MCP. For the 81294
tube, the critical value of tha magnetic fiald was 200

.gauss and the cut-off angle was 26, which uas in good
agreement with the experimental results.

Proximity focusing is preferable to electrostatic
focusing in situations where the alignment of tha tuba
axis with tha external magnetic fiald i s Impractical.
Figure 11 stows she gala of the proximity focused 54129
tube in different magnetic fields. Below the cut-off
angle of 75°, the curves represent the characteristics
of the MCP itself . When the curves are plottad as a
function of tha perpendicular coaponant of th' magnetic
field, the points a l l fall In a universal curve as
shown ia Fig. 12. In the procedure, the gala was
normalised by the gain at Bj_ - 0 for each value of the
parallel component (Fig. 9). This universal curve
means that the gala of the MCP la the oagnatie field
could ba represented by the product of tha n o formulas,
one of which is a function of the parallel end the oth-
er of the perpendicular magnetic field only.

g(B) • g2(Bj.)

o is the electron mass, a is tha electron charge, and
D is defined below.

0.9

r
8>0.75kG

ITTF4I29
3-STAGE, AL FILM

V»«2.7kV

Fie. 11.

30 40 90
8 (dag)

Dependency of the output degradation in F4129
on tha off-axia magnatlc field.

Using the curves shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 12, the gain
can ba estimated for a given condition slaply by multi-
plying tha two gains corresponding to the parallel and
the perpendicular magnetic field, respectively. Tha
value obtained In this way i s normalized by the gala at
zero field.

If tha magnetic field i s perpendicular to the tuba
axis, (B II • 0), the msTtmm magnetic field for which
photo-electrons may reach tha MCP i s :
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where V_c and D are the voltage and the diatance be-
tween the photocathode and the MCP. For the ZC-209
and the ZC-233 tube Bj, is 70 Gauss and 40 Gauss, re-
spectively. For the F4129 tube BJJ is 750 Gauss. The re-
sults of the test agree with these calculated values.

Timing Property'

The output signal of the B1294X (3-stage) excited
by the very short light pulse (X • 320 ran, FHHM - 100
ps) emitted froa a laser diode was observed on a fast
oscilloscope (Tektronix 7104, Band Width - 1 GHZ). The
typical vvve form is shown In Fig. 13. The rise

Fig. 13. Output signal from ZC-233.

cine and FWHM are S00 ps and 700 ps, respectively.

Using the same light source, the transit time
spread (ITS) vma also measured. The FWHM of the TTS
of about 200 ps was obtained for light pulses averag-
ing about 20 photo-electrons la size with an applied
voltage of 3.4 kV. The number became 160 ps for pulses
averaging 30 photo-electrons In size. The TTS showed
a slight dependence on applied voltage.

Conclusions

The lifetime of the MCP-PHT was shown to be re-
lated to the degradation of the photocathode quantum
efficiency caused by the ion feedback from the MCP to
the photocathode. The ion feedback urns completely
stopped by depositing the thin Al film on the first MCP.
However, the thin AL film reduced the photo-electron
collection efficiency of the MCP to the limitation la-
posed by the open area ratio. The test of the three
stage MCP without Al film demonstrated another nay to
reduce the Ion feedback without lowering the collection
efficiency.

The properties of the MCP and MCP-PMT operating in
magnetic fields were studied and some understanding urns
gained. The MCP itself continued to function In mag-
netic fields parallel to the tube axis of up to 7 kG
for both electrostatic and proximity focused tubes.
Situations with field components perpendicular to the
tube axis are more complicated and proximity focusing
is essential. The timing study of the three stage tube
showed a rise time of S00 ps with a transit time jitter
of FWHM 200 ps for 20 photo-electron light pulses.

We would like to thank both Jerry Mtyman and Ed
Franz far their expert technical assistance and advice
in the preparation of these tests. This research was
supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Con-
tract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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